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1-800-536-8438

“We can customize a system
to meet your needs.”
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(under squeeze chutes)
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(3 designs for various
weights)
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Efficiency. 
The dictionary defines it as “ac-

complishment of or ability to ac-
complish a job with a minimum 
expenditure of time and effort.” I’d 
say in the livestock business, it’s
not so much about the expenditure
of time and effort, but more about

making the most
pounds per dollar
spent. Here lately,
we’re all spending a
lot more dollars!
Cattle prices are

breaking records left
and right. At press
time, prices have
soft ened slightly, but
they are still far ahead of years’ 
past. A mid-July Cattle-Fax report
showed 450- and 550-pound calves
are $100/cwt. higher this year than
last year. And although more and
more folks are operating in the
black, there’s more on the line with
every head. Cattle walking around
today are almost like liquid gold. 
And although our inputs haven’t 
increased as much as cattle prices,
their roles of keeping cattle healthy
and performing is even more impor-
tant. Animal health products, feed
additives, pest control and more –
each play an important role in con-
verting feed to pounds and pounds
to money.
Higher prices are changing how

we operate, from the amount of
money it takes to be in business

down to business decisions be-
cause of the increased cost per
head. In this issue of FEED•LOT,
we touch on some of these issues
and the need to remain efficient.
On a similar note, we took a 

look at our own operation at the
FEED•LOT office in Dighton,
Kansas, and did a few things to in-
crease our efficiency. From the
workflow to produce a magazine,
to office efficencies, each adjust-
ment will help us stay at the top of
our game. One of those changes in-
cluded a facelift to our building. We
are easy to find on the  main drag
in Dighton, Kansas. If you’re ever in
town, stop in and say hello. 
We enjoy hearing ways you are

increasing efficiencies in your 
own operation. FL

Increasing
Efficiency

EDITOR’S DESK
BY JILL J. DUNKEL





Record-breaking prices that
were only dreamed of a few years
ago are the new reality for cattle-
men. All segments of the industry
are adjusting to this new-found
price structure, and ag lending is
no exception.
Cattlemen who purchase cattle

with the assistance of lending insti-
tutions have discovered their line
of credit doesn’t buy what it used
to. Business plans that revolve
around head counts to maximize
resources must adapt to high
prices and loan limits. And lenders
have to decide how much addition-
al capital they are willing to offer.
“Today’s record prices are a two-

edged sword,” said Ken Leiber, Pres-
ident of National Finance Credit
Corporation of Texas, a Fort Worth,
Texas, lender that has specialized in
livestock loans since 1930. “It’s a

blessing, and we enjoy the higher
prices when we sell, but the pain of
restocking and getting back in is
real. It’s been such an extraordinary
move in total dollars in cattle pric-
ing this year. Producers went from
buying $800 calves to turn out on
wheat pasture to that same calf cost-
ing $1,200 or more this year.”
Recent Cattle-Fax reports show

450- to 550-pound calves have in-
creased $1 or more per pound from
one year ago. That means cattle-
men who utilize lending must ei-
ther reduce the number of head
they purchase or ask for an in-
crease in their line of credit.
“It’s a problem, and it’s the

banker’s concern as well as the pro-
ducer’s. Ultimately, you have to bor-
row more money to run the same
number of cattle. No matter how
your operation is set up, if you’ve
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got a place to run 1,000 head, it’s not
an efficient operation if you can
only afford 600,” Leiber stated. “If
you can’t stock it yourself, then you
have to find another way to stock it
in order to maximize the efficiency
of your production resources.”
High prices are stretching every-

one, Leiber said. “Our loans have a
little more margin now from this
year’s profits, but it’s been an ongo-
ing concern for the past three years,
and borrowing needs just took off
on steroids this year.”
Profitability has not provided

the necessary margins to keep up
with the increased borrowing
needs, he states. Back when 750-
pound feeders cost $1,000 per
head, it took $1 Million to buy 1,000
head. But now, on that same 1,000
head, an operator needs $1.5 Mil-
lion or more lined up.
“He’s got to borrow more mon-

ey for the same operation, running
the same number of cattle on basi-
cally the same financial strength.
We see producers going from bor-
rowing 70% to now having to bor-
row 80-85% of their operating cap-
ital,” Leiber said. “His margin may
be a little better in total dollars, but
he’s got less cushion on a percent-
age drop in market values.
“In other words, his overall risk

has increased if he went from hav-
ing 30% of his own money invest-
ed to just 15% of his own money in
the business which means that if
market values drop 15%, he could
quickly be in trouble.”
Leiber said it’s a dilemma be-

cause a 15% drop on a $1,500 steer
is $225 while that same 15% drop
on a $1000 steer is $150, and the
market has experienced such per-
centage moves many times. “We’ve
seen a much greater percentage in-
crease than that in cattle prices just
this year, so we know we can see
those kinds of declines. Basically,
there’s less room for error but
more volatility to manage.”
He said most banks are making

adjustments and loaning at a high-
er leverage to support their bor-
rowers’ needs. It’s simply what the
business is demanding today. 
However a lender’s commitment

to the cattle business can also
make a difference. “Lending on cat-
tle is our only business so we don’t
look at other options for our capi-
tal. But a bank that offers other
loans, like commercial business or
real estate…they’ve got different
options where to put their loan re-
sources. Other business models
with lower leverage or less volatil-
ity may start looking better to
them. Given the ever-changing 

conditions in our industry, my ad-
vice is always seek a lender that un-
derstands and is committed to the
livestock business for the long term.
“Right now, cattle are profitable.

You like where you’re at. Even if
you made more hedge margin calls
than you ever dreamed, you still
made money. But if you start com-
bining this higher leverage with
losses, that’s when you can expect
lending will tighten up.” FL
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Fall can be a challenging time at
the feedyard. Calves are coming in
from all over when weather is wide-
ly variable, and drought conditions
in recent years only magnified the
health risks. Though many areas
have seen some relief, late summer
had cattlemen wary of lingering ef-
fects and what else the fall will bring.
Last year was worse, and veteri-

narian Scott Crain, owner of Cattle
Health Management Network in
Meade, Kan., pointed to some of
the effects drought brought to cat-
tle health.
“We were all spending more

money on drugs, seeing cattle at
the front end, and at the back end,
losing them when we weren’t ex-
pecting to,” Crain said. Of course,
any cattle deaths are costly, but
acute interstitial pneumonia (AIP)
often strikes in the last weeks on
feed after full costs are incurred.
Necropsies found some lung ad-

hesions, but the most telling were
cases of “marble-sized abscesses,
right next to good lung tissue,” he
said. Adhesions are a sign that the
animal had a respiratory problem
earlier, but the pattern made the vet-
erinarian think about much earlier.
“A calf’s health starts in the

womb, and for the last several years
we’ve had a cow that’s challenged,
the fetus is challenged and the 

newborn calf is challenged,” he
said. For a short time in healthy
calves, the thymus gland grows and
establishes the immune system, but
Crain said post-death exams show-
ing an underdeveloped thymus are
signs of those early challenges.

And those marble-sized
abscesses?
“If you have a young calf that’s

walking along behind mom, he’s in-
haling dust all the time,” Crain not-
ed. “A normal calf’s immune sys-
tem will deal with that, but not the
one with a poorly developed im-
mune system. He’ll have a small
pocket of dust, a fleck on his lung
that continues to grow. And he’ll
get another one, and another one.
But you’ve never seen him sick or
treated him on the ranch.”
The stress of transport and relo-

cation to a feedlot can make such
calves an easy target for further
respiratory disease. Spotty prob-
lems can become fatal, especially
when calves grow quickly to heavy
weights. There have been many re-
ports of such problems in the best
growth genetics.
A weakened immune system

can be especially detrimental as
cattle move through marketing
channels. The more places an ani-
mal goes, and the more cattle it is

exposed to, the greater likelihood
it will get sick, Crain said. With
each movement, information for
each animal also tends to be lost.
“We need to find ways to stream-

line the marketing process and re-
tain more information along the
way,” the feedlot veterinarian said.
“That could help more animals to
receive the optimal handling and
treatment that will improve overall
health, especially during greater
periods of stress such as drought.”

Why drought effects linger
Weather conditions may have

improved in many areas, but Crain
does not expect that to translate
quickly into improved cattle
health. Many cattle on feed and
those soon to enter were carried
and born in drought conditions and
even with rain, pastures take time
to fully recover.
“The timeline to think about is –

from conception to yearling to going
to the feedyard – about 18 months,”
he said. “So it will be 18 months af-
ter the drought is completely over
and the grass has returned to normal
that I expect to see health as we
used to see it, and some of these pas-
tures may need three to five years to
really repair themselves.”
In the meantime, he urges produc-

ers to keep putting out the minerals

FEEDLOT FOCUS

Fall expectations were decided over a year ago

BY LYNDEE STABEL
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Calves follow their mothers in at feeding
time during last year’s Texas drought,
inhaling a trail of dust with every step. 

Yearling Health�
SHADOW OF DROUGHT
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and supplements of past years, even
if their grass looks sufficient. 
“Drought-stricken pastures typ-

ically do not have all the necessary
nutrients, even though rain has al-
lowed grass to grow,” Crain said.

Cattle today may have the same
potential for health problems as
last year, but two leading Kansas
cattle feeders say as of June, over-
all health has improved. Cooler
temperatures and more rain to set-
tle the dust have helped prevent

those early challenges from exac-
erbating health problems in cattle
with compromised systems.
Dan Dorn, supply development

manager for Decatur County Feed
Yard, Oberlin, Kan., credited his
customers as well. “Many of them
are focused on quality,” he said.
“When the drought first started,
they sought to learn from the situ-
ation, make improvements and
move forward.”
However, he and Nick Chesnut,

operations manager for Cattle Em-
pire’s feedyard division, Satanta,
Kan., noted higher prices may yet
have negative impacts on cattle
health. To best support the wellbe-
ing of calves entering feedyards,
producers need to maintain good
vaccination and weaning programs. 
“As feeder cattle of all types –

preconditioned or not – bring
record high prices, there is less and
less incentive to put in the time, ef-
fort and money for those pro-
grams,” Chesnut said.
“I’m afraid producers will just

want to take the money and run,”
Dorn agreed.

Only time will tell. 
“I’d like to think this year will be

better than last, but I don’t want to
disappoint myself,” Chesnut said.
For the moment he is just 

going to expect another season of
health problems and hope to be
proven wrong. FL
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40 TPH Flaking System
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Design and Construction
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Ag engineer, John
George of Ag Engi-
neering Associates,
answers reader ques-
tions on construc-
tion, design and reg-
ulations. This issue’s
topic: are lagoons ab-
solutely necessary?
Reader Ques-

tion: “I have seen
reference to feedlot
runoff controls which
don’t require a la-
goon. Is it possible
for a feedlot to be “in compliance”
without a lagoon?”
John George’s answer: The

Clean Water Act (CWA) requires
CAFOs that have a discharge or in-
tend to discharge to have a “per-
mit” authorizing said discharge.
The permit will require a level of
pollution control performance
based on a reference technology
identified by EPA as constituting
the Best Available Technology 
economically achievable (BAT) 
for CAFOs. 
The BAT reference technology

for feedlots is a stormwater runoff
detention basin (aka a lagoon) ca-
pable of containing all stormwater
runoff from a 25 year, 24-hour pre-
cipitation event, plus any other
wastewater. Many regulators and
others mistakenly consider “build-
ing and operating a minimum-sized
runoff detention system” as the
only compliant technology under
the CWA. However, the CWA focus-
es on “performance,” and any tech-
nology can be employed that pro-
vides equal or better performance
to BAT. Reverse osmosis and ultra
filtration were unheard of, or were
mostly theory at the time when
BAT was defined for many of the
discharging industries. Today, how-
ever, these and other high perform-
ing technologies are widely utilized

for water treatment by several cat-
egories of dischargers since they
are both more efficient and effec-
tive than BAT.
For CAFOs, there has been rel-

atively little utilization and accept-
ance of alternative technologies for
several reasons. Runoff detention
(aka a lagoon) is often the simplest
and most economical technology
for CWA compliance where most
of the largest CAFOs exist. 
In 2003, however, I and the Iowa

Cattlemen’s Association sought
and received financing from
USDA-NRCS to invest in gaining
knowledge and experience for an
alternative technology that deliv-
ers CWA compliant performance
without lagoons. There was and is
a lot of red tape to overcome. How-
ever, there are now a number of
success stories in Iowa and other
areas that do not use detention
structures. I have designed and
have a few examples of well
proven CAFO water pollution con-
trol systems that are fully compli-
ant and which don’t have a solids
settling basin or runoff detention
lagoon as part of the system. Ad-
vantages include simple operation
and maintenance, no dewatering
requirement, and low odors due to
the lack of long term or permanent
feedlot runoff storage. FL

Settling bench and vegetated treatment area below a
drovers alley.

Q&A: Do I have to have 
a lagoon?





It’s been a long wait for rain. And
now, Mother Nature seems deter-
mined to make up for lost time. Ex-
cessively wet weather throughout
the Midwest and other regions of
the country has helped replenish
subsoil moisture and nourish
crops, but it has created problems
for livestock operations charged
with proper manure management.
“Extreme weather events are

not new,” says Angela Rieck-Hinz,
Iowa State University Extension
Field Agronomist for north central
Iowa, where she specializes in crop
and manure management issues,
“but they do seem to occur more
often these days, and that means
producers need to be prepared
with an emergency action plan.”
She says the plan should ad-

dress issues such as power loss
that prevents use of pumps and
augers, how to handle liquid ma-
nure if structures fail, and ventila-
tion issues. All family members and
employees should be familiar with
the written plan – before bad
weather strikes.
There are other precautions to

take before the rains come. Rieck-
Hinz says keep open lots scraped
to reduce the amount of manure
that might wash off the lot and
make sure settling basins are ready
to function at full capacity. Check
outdoor liquid manure storage
structures to maintain freeboard
storage requirements, and if need-
ed, haul a few loads to maintain

storage capacity when heavy rains
are forecast. For earthen basins at
full capacity, find alternative stor-
age in advance. Be sure to protect
the integrity of the earthen berm
and respect freeboard require-
ments. Keep grass and weeds
mowed and remove trees. Check
pumps and pipes to make sure they
are functioning correctly.
Rieck-Hinz says do not stockpile

manure in waterways. Stockpiles

of open feedlot manure should be
located high on the landscape, ac-
cording to state and local regula-
tions, of course. 
Proper drainage of clean water

is important as well. Make sure all
mechanisms for water diversion
are properly functioning and

downspouts are clear of debris, to
keep water off of lots and pens.
“Producers need to be tuned to

what can happen,” she adds. 
Once the rains have come, the

real work begins —  starting with
a thorough inspection to determine
if and where water and manure
might be flowing. “If this water
reaches a stream, it is considered
a discharge so make notes and plan
to make corrective actions when
conditions are suitable,” says
Rieck-Hinz.
“Producers should look at this

as a worst case scenario,” she adds.
“Walk below the lot, and see where
the water is flowing, where it’s end-
ing up. Then you can make needed
changes before the next time.”
If land application is necessary

to reduce stored manure quanti-
ties, consider using hay or pasture
land. Application on saturated soils
may not be possible. Land with flat
slopes and fields with a low P-in-
dex rating are best. Stay away from
streams and waterways. 
It may be necessary to work

with neighbors to find appropriate
locations, identifying alternate ap-
plication locations ahead of time,
and listing them in the emergency
action plan.
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...Or at least know where
your flow is going

“The main thing 
is to identify

potential problems
ahead of time, and
fix them so runoff
from the feedlot 

and the feed storage
area are not hitting
the water source, 

even under extreme
conditions.”

Go with the Flow

!

FEEDLOT FOCUS
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Rieck-Hinz says it is important
to work with the state regulatory
agencies. “We often see them as
the inspectors, but they are here
to help; and they can offer guid-
ance.” That especially applies to
finding alternative measures for
manure dispersal if an outdoor
storage structure is in danger of
overtopping. “Land-application,
even on saturated soils will be
preferable to overtopping earthen
basins or lagoons as overtopping
can sometimes cause a blowout of
the entire storage structure,” says
Rieck-Hinz. 
She adds it is crucial to keep ac-

curate records, as always, to show
proper maintenance and operation
of the facility’s manure manage-
ment system, and keep the lines of
communication open when there
are problems.
Feedstuffs can be a concern
Storm run-off involves more

than the manure pit. Heavy rains
and running water also affect feed
storage areas.
“It’s important that silage

leachate is not running into streams
and other waterways,” says Rieck-
Hinz. Silage leachate is high in nitro-
gen, and a potential hazard to water
quality and aquatic life.

“Not only are state regulatory
agencies and EPA watching for
this, but feed is a valuable com-
modity. It needs to be cleaned up if
it’s not where it’s supposed to be,”
says Rieck-Hinz. 
There are preventative measures

that can help. Keep mixing and load-
ing areas clean by pushing feed
spills back into commodity storage,
and only uncover what is necessary

to meet immediate feeding needs.
Routinely check for leachate and di-
rect any runoff away from streams
and road ditches.
“The main thing is to identify po-

tential problems ahead of time,”
says Rieck-Hinz, “and fix them so
runoff from the feedlot and the
feed storage area are not hitting the
water source, even under extreme
conditions.” FL
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A new research study, funded by
the beef checkoff and the National
Institutes of Health-supported
Penn State General Clinical Re-
search Center, published in the
June 19, 2014 issue of Journal of
Human Hypertension, shows that a
heart-healthy diet that includes
lean beef can reduce risk factors
for heart disease.
Myth: Saturated fat is bad.
Conventional Wisdom: Many

researchers have now begun to
reevaluate the role of saturated fats
in heart disease. A review of more
than 70 clinical studies raised ques-
tions about current guidelines re-
lated to fat intake, which general-
ly restrict the consumption of
saturated fats and encourage con-
sumption of polyunsaturated fats
to prevent heart disease.
Furthermore, many people may

be surprised to know that beef con-

tributes 10 percent or less of satu-
rated fat and total fat to the Amer-
ican diet. And, about half the fatty
acids found in beef are monounsat-
urated fatty acids, the same kind
found in olive oil and avocados.
The recently published study in the
Journal of Human Hypertension
conducted at Penn State also
shows that a dietary pattern rich in
fruits, vegetables and low-fat dairy,
that includes lean beef, even daily,
can reduce risk factors for heart
disease, including elevated choles-
terol and blood pressure.
This study shows that nutrient-

rich lean beef can be included as part
of a heart-healthy diet that reduces
blood pressure, which can help low-
er the risk for cardiovascular disease.
The DASH eating plan -- Dietary Ap-
proaches to Stop Hypertension -- is
currently recommended by the
American Heart Association. FL
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Beef and heart health

• World leader of steam flake production facilities 
• Full service millwright
• Grain handling and storage products
• Engineering and construction services
• Roller Mills sizes available sizes: 18’’x36’’, 24’’x48’’, 24’’x56’’
• Best quality rolls and shafts
• All bearings have a central greasing system
• Rail system for easy roll removal

Gearn, Inc has been a leading manufacturer of world class
steam flaking facilities and long-life products since 1949. We
are a vertically integrated company with a proven machine

and fabrication shop, a trusted millwright group,
and in-house engineering and design.

GEARN, INC  Hereford, TX
(806) 357-2222  www.gearn.com

info@gearn.com
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Hay quality has a big influence
on animal performance. Beef pro-
ducers often use analytical tests,
and look at the test results for
crude protein (CP) and fiber com-
ponents (ADF and NDF) when
sending in hay samples. Some pro-
ducers use an index system to com-
pare the nutrient value of various
batches of hay. The index gives you
just one number that predicts the
quality of a hay sample, making it
simpler to evaluate and compare
forages. There are two indexes that
have been available for use. RFQ
(relative feed quality) is a good
equation, but costly, so most peo-
ple use RFV (relative feed value)
when evaluating forages and it has
been the industry standard for

more than 20 years.
A newer index works better, ac-

cording to Fred Muller, DVM, and
Lynn Van Wieringen, PhD, ruminant
nutritionist at Ag Health Laborato-
ries in Sunnyside, Washington.
Their lab has been doing feed analy-
ses for many years, and recently be-
gan using DOMI (Digestible Organ-
ic Matter Index), a formula created
by Cumberland Valley Analytical
Services (CVAS), a major feed ana-
lytic lab in Maryland.
Van Wieringen says it’s nice to

have an index value--just one num-
ber—rather than having to com-
pare multiple numbers. “If you are
looking at different alfalfa hay sam-
ples you may look at some of the
various nutrient analyses but it is

nice to have one number to help
with the ranking,” she says.
“We’ve known for quite awhile

that there is a need for a different
ranking system. One of the limita-
tions when using RFV is that it
merely looks at two fiber values—
the ADF and NDF—to come up
with the one number,” says Van
Wieringen. “It does not take into
account other nutrients in the hay,
such as crude protein. It also does
not take into account the digestibil-
ity of the fiber. Another problem is
that soil contamination (dust, etc.
in the hay) will elevate the ash con-
tent and can skew the RFV value
downward. A large portion of the
ash will show up as fiber, in this
test,” she explains.

COW/CALF CORNER

A New Test for Ranking 
Forage Quality

BY HEATHER SMITH THOMAS
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By contrast, the DOMI gives a
more accurate indication of hay
value because it removes the ash
and indigestible fiber from the
equation. It looks at the digestible
organic matter which contains the
nutrients such as crude protein and
readily available carbohydrates.
CVAS generally reports the DOMI

as pounds of organic matter per ton
of feed. “If you have a value of 1300
pounds of digestible organic matter
in a ton of hay, that would be better
than hay with 1100 pound value,”

says Muller. This index makes it sim-
ple and easy to understand.
“A slide presentation on our

website includes a graph that
shows DOMI versus RFV on vari-
ous samples. If you look at various
feeds that have a RFV of 170, let’s
say, there is a wide spread in the
DOMI of those feeds. I use this
chart to show people how there is
a lot of variation between what the
old RFV would tell you and the ac-
tual DOMI. Some of those feeds
will have very good DOMI numbers

and good performance in livestock,
and some will not be as good as the
RFV predicted—and the cattle
won’t perform very well on those,”
explains Muller.
“If you pick a single DOMI and

then look at the range of RFV on
various feeds, some of those will
differ by 20 points. At 1300 DOMI
some of those samples will be as
low as 140 RFV and some as high
as 160 RFV. So which are you get-
ting? You don’t really know, using
that old index. We are excited
about using the DOMI as a better
tool to help people buy better feed
or get better performance than
what we used to be able to predict
with the old RFV index,” he says.
“Our goal is to help producers

more accurately evaluate forages so
they can select better quality feed
that will help their cattle perform
better,” says Muller. “We want to
help people implement feed analy-
ses and interpret the results.” FL



The last couple of weeks in the cattle market
gave hints to the bears in the marketplace that,
technically, the high may have been posted for
the year. There are a lot of bears that can’t believe
this bull market will continue to impress into fall
and winter. Admittedly, the tendency for the cash
cattle market to erode into midsummer has been
fairly consistent over the years. Will this year be
different? Probably. In “normal” years, cattle de-
cline into summer because of increased supply
and reduced demand. This year is shaping up to
be different because demand, domestically and
international (US exports) are holding stronger
relative to supply. The cattle market needs increased
supply before price depreciates. It is simply going to
take longer than a year to recover from 3 to 4 years of
drought and contraction in the US cattle herd.
USDA each month gives updated quarterly price

projections. The chart indicates a fairly healthy mar-
ket going forward based on USDA data. 
However, these projections could be low given the

current cash market. It is interesting that USDA is indi-
cating a price peek in the first quarter of next year. Al-
though these estimates continue to show optimism over

the next few quarters, there are downside possibilities
if consideration is given to increased beef imports from
countries such as Australia, New Zealand, Canada and
Mexico to name a few. It is the underlying lack of ground
beef that is causing the most concern. The question of
whether or not the cattle industry is pricing itself out of
the market is a possible issue. But, all-time record high
beef prices, so far, doesn’t appear to have slowed beef
demand. We are optimistic the cattle market, both fats
and feeders into next year. However, at these price lev-
els, producers should consider the use of put options to
gain downside protection. In the past, outside events
have crushed the cattle market and the cost of doing
business today dictates the prudent use hedge strategies
to fit the producer’s goals. The use of futures to hedge
at these levels can require huge amounts of capital while
long put options define the risk.
Speaking of risks, the corn market is in a down-

trend that maybe overdone. A lot of negative news has
been thrown at this market and you have to wonder
how cheap corn price needs to get before it begins to
have a value for end users. Bears in the market base
their ideas on the excellent growing weather the US is
experiencing and higher yield prospects. It is still a
long time before harvest and there is time for this mar-
ket put in an early harvest low. Even at current price
levels livestock producers might want to consider bull
call spreads using the March and/or July contracts to
lock in feed use for the next year.
This material has been prepared by a sales or trading em-
ployee or agent of Schwieterman, Inc. and is, or is in the
nature of, a solicitation. This material is not a research re-
port prepared by Schwieterman, Inc. Research Department.
The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substan-
tial and each investor and/or trader must consider whether
this is a suitable investment. Past performance, whether ac-
tual or indicated by simulated historical tests of strategies,
is not indicative of future results. The information con-
tained herein is based on data obtained from recognized sta-
tistical services and other sources believed to be reliable.
However, such information has not been verified by us, and
we do not make any representations as to the accuracy or
completeness. All statements contained herein are current
opinions which are subject to change. You may visit our web
site at www.upthelimit.com

FL
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Bears or bulls?
BY LUKE SCHWIETERMAN

60 ft. Reach, 120 ft. Working Diameter

LAGOON CLEANING,
CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN

• Full line of support equipment including the
Trac-Hoe with 60 ft. reach.

• Compare. We can load our trucks in
4 minutes flat!

• 24-Hour Nationwide Emergency Service
• Underwater Work ... Our Specialty!
• Complete Environmental Services

Check out our Web Page @
www.lagoonpros.com

D & K ENVIRONMENTAL, Inc.
(800) 555-6380 Office: (316) 275-8032

Fax: (316) 275-1156 Home: (316) 276-7898
(800) 555-6380

Fax: (620) 275-1156
Office: (620) 275-8032
Home: (620) 276-7898
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Every year I speak to college classes about go-
ing back and joining the family business. I give
them a list of 10 questions they need to ask

themselves before they make that decision, and 10
questions that they need to ask their family members
before they enter the family business. Their body lan-
guage suggests that these questions create some obvi-
ous signs of distress.
I always encourage them to be sure that any arrange-

ment is in writing. This should include their compen-
sation, benefits, specifics of time off, expected work
hours and a Job Description that outlines their respon-
sibilities. We would do this for any employee we would
hire and they should be treated no different.
I recommend that family members should work as

an employee for the company for a couple of years be-
fore they become financially invested in it as a partner
or shareholder. This allows us to monitor their behav-
iors and determine if they are fit and capable to be a
financial participant. On the other hand, if they want
to engage in financial arrangements for their own en-
tities such as renting land on their own, feeding their

MANAGEMENT

AreYou Partner 
BY DON TYLER

BROAD SPECTRUM MICROBIAL 
FEED ADDITIVE FOR CATTLE

BROAD SPECTRUM MICROBIAL 
FEED ADDITIVE FOR CATTLE

TODAY’S MICROBIAL FOR
TODAY’S DIETS

Life Products | PO Box 1252 | Norfolk, NE 68702
1-800-658-3120 | www.lifeproductsinc.com

NUTRI-LOCK Inoculants contain 7 specific
strains of bacteria proven to aid fermen-
tation in the ensiling process. Nutri-Lock
should be used on corn silage, wheat
silage and alfalfa haylage while Nutri-
Lock gold is specifically formulated for
high moisture corn. Used as a manage-
ment tool, you can expect your ensiled
feed to remain cooler, save valuable dry
matter, protein and energy. Your feed will
simply stay fresher longer.

EXPECT PERFORMANCE, 
VALUE AND SERVICE

NUTRI-LOCK

PROVEN
Over the years, 10-G® has been researched extensively.
Several studies have been conducted recently at
University and independent research facilities.

PERFORMANCE
High feed cost! Looking for better conversions?
Results show that feeding 10-G improves cattle
performance. Expect up to:

6.9% better daily gain
6.1% improved feed conversion

PROFITABILITY
Penciling current feed costs and current value of
slaughter ready cattle, you should expect closeouts
to improve by an average of 16 dollars per head by
feeding 10-G.

PRINCIPLES
Our commitment to 10-G began 37 years ago by the
founder of our company who said our customer is
always #1, “be consistent and treat them with
honesty and integrity.”
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own cattle, buying equipment, etc.
they can do that as soon as they
want—but they should borrow the
funds from a lender, not from the
family, and they should have to
keep their own books.
If a family member—or any oth-

er person—wants to become a
partner in the business, there are
several criteria and issues that
should be considered.

Here are a few “Red Flags:”
• If your mom is still washing your
underwear, you aren’t ready to
be a partner.

• Any pattern of substance abuse,
especially if it has resulted in 
a criminal record—including 
a DUI.

• Consistent relationship prob-
lems—either poor choices in
personal relationships or an in-
ability to develop proper busi-
nesslike, professional relation-
ships with neighbors, employees,
vendors or other individuals. u

 r Material?
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• Lack of commitment to the hard
work that is needed to complete
the tasks and diligently perform
their duties in difficult situations.

• Lack of passion for the industry
and the family business.

• Insensitivity to the company and
the family’s reputation in the
community.

• Emotional immaturity or inability
to handle the pressure of the day-
to-day demands of the business.

• Irrational, unpredictable behavior.
• A pattern of poor decision-
making.

As an example of these con-
cerns, one client whose brother
had joined the business 10 years
ago was wondering why they 
kept having problems with him 
and his commitment—he had 
been through four “serious girl-
friends” in the last four years, had
a string of DUI’s, and couldn’t be
counted on to be on time during
the busiest times of the year—
and that was before he was
brought in as a partner! The clear
warning signs were there, they just
weren’t heeded.

Positive Signs of Their 
Partner Potential:
• Living independently, paying all
of their own bills.

• They are the first one there in
the morning, regardless of the
plans for the day.

• Keen ability to solve problems.
• Good with people—regardless
of their status, position or rela-
tionship to the company.

• Personally respected in the 
community.

• Educated in a related field and
have proven their ability to apply
that knowledge to their work.

• Future-thinker—has plans for
the future and sees how they can
make it better for everyone.

• Passion about the history of the
family, the business, and a de-
sire to maintain that reputation.

• Clear understanding of the is-
sues that affect the family busi-
ness, their industry and the 
local community.

Partner Material... from previous page
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F E E D E R  I N F O R M A T I O N  H I G H L I G H T S

YourCattle eNews

feedlotmagazine.com
FEED•LOT’s Digital Issue

yourcattle.com

WEBSITES & ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTERS
FEED•LOT eNews
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The Oil boom has created large
surplus of used structural steel –
several truck loads available.
23⁄8 tubing, 27⁄8 tubing, 4 inch drill pipe, 

4½ casing and rods.

Call Mike Wolfe 602-758-4447
Email: Mike@pipensteel.com

USED PIPE FOR SALE –
GREAT FOR FEEDLOT

FENCING – AT FRACTION
OF THE ORIGNAL COST

BJM Sales & Service�
3925 US Highway 60 • Hereford, TX 79045-7291

(806) 364-7470 • www.bjmsales.com

Sales & Service
SINCE 1983

®

Silencer Commercial
Pro Model

Commercial Series
920-18 ®

Excellent for spraying:  cattle, vineyards,
vegetables, orchards, nurseries, Christmas

trees, mosquitoes, chicken houses, etc.

For free brochure contact: 
Swihart Sales Co.

7240 County Road AA, Quinter, KS 67752

785-754-3513 or 800-864-4595
www.swihart-sales.com

Low Maintenance
High Performance

Motor Models 
available

Sales Company– Mist Sprayers – 

References 
available 

in
your area

American
Made

We offer a 
complete line 
of low volume 
mist blowers.

These two checklists—both the
Red Flags and the Signs of Poten-
tial—are not complete lists and
you should determine for yourself
other criteria that you feel are 

essential for your situation.
For a copy of the “10 Questions

You Should Ask Yourself Before
Entering the Family Business” and
the “10 Questions You Should Ask
Your Family Members” send an 

e-mail to dhtyler@frontiernet.net
and I would be happy to forward
them.
Don Tyler is the owner of Tyler & Asso-
ciates, Clarks Hill, IN. For more infor-
mation on these and other employee
management topics, contact him at
765-523-3259 or don@dontyler.com

FL
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Farm Credit
©

Ag. Your Business. Our Business. Partners.

FEEDLOT FINANCING
Farm Credit offers financing for...

Facility and Land
Operating Loans
Customer Cattle and Feed
Feed Yard Equipment
and Rolling Stock

©

©

©

©

Farm Credit of Southwest Kansas
Dodge City 800-799-6547 / Garden City 800-799-6549

Liberal 800-799-6553 / Scott City 800-799-6563

Farm Credit of Western Kansas
Colby 800-657-6048

High Plains Farm Credit
Dodge City 800-289-5370 / Hays 800-369-9625
Larned 800-864-4458 / Phillipsburg 800-815-8593

Pratt 866-672-1265
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Custom Branding irons

Contact us for all your branding needs.

(701) 202-4136
www.livestockbranding.net

EMAIL: lvranch@extendwireless.net

ELECTRIC

FIRE

FREEZE

ROBERTS TRUCK CENTER
4354 Canyon Drive / Amarillo, TX 79109
800-692-4430  806-355-9771
www.robertstruckcenter.com

We Carry the Full Line of
Kuhn Knight Mixers

Mounted on International
or Kenworth Trucks.

Dirks Earthmoving
Precision Land Forming

• Livestock Pen Shaping
• Lagoon Construction
• Conservation Practices
• Site Preparation • Laser Equipped

Richard Dirks - Scott City, KS

1-877-872-3057
cell # - 620-872-1793 

Call Toll Free 

dirksearthmoving.com

With

Your Advertising Reaches:
• Owners of over 27 Million 

Head of Cattle
• Feedlot & Cow/Calf 500 + Head
•Stockers & Backgrounders 

100 + Head
• Consulting Veterinarians 

& Nutritionists
• BPA Audited

Call 800-747-7575 or
800-798-9515

New & Improved Roto Grind

Call today for literature and/or a demonstration!

ROTO GRIND
The only wet hay,

low horsepower grinder
on the market!

“Save Your Hay” Grinding saves hay
waste to less than 1% loss.

Grinding poor quality hay will improve quality, knock out the mold and enable you to blend it
with good quality hay and ingredients. Your beef will gain up to 1 lb. per head per day

more when you grind your feed rather than feeding long stem hay. ROTO GRIND also 
grinds all grains, will chop bedding and can spread bedding. Save money over 
custom grinding. A very simple machine with low maintenance costs and a low 

intitial cost. Available in different sized models or with diesel power units.
Contact us at:

Keast Enterprises
Macedonia, IA • www.keastenterprises.com • 800-480-2487
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BOWMAN MFG. INC.
“Quality Cattle Handling Equipment”

Garden City, KS
1-800-426-9626

Fremont, NE
1-402-721-7604

www.bowmanenterprisesnet.com While the truck 
is unloading the
loader is refilling
the Batch
Box.

THE BATCH BOX
GIVES YOU 1/3 MORE USE
OF FEED TRUCKS WITH 
1/3 LESS MAN HOURS

STREAMLINE YOUR 
FEEDING WITH A

BATCH BOX
402-564-1400

feedingsystems.biz

Feeding Systems, LLC
2500 E 23rd St. • Columbus NE 68601

Bil
l’sVolume Sales

SERVING YOU FOR OVER 50 YEARS

WeAreYourHeadquarters For New and Used Mixers

PIERCE, CO
1201 Hope Avenue
Pierce, CO 80660
888-978-0019
970-834-1120

CENTRAL CITY, NE
East Hwy 30, P.O. Box 277
Central City, NE 68826

800-658-4375
308-946-2224

Fax: 308-946-2672

LEXINGTON, NE
75470 Rd. 435

Lexington, NE 68850
877-768-6649
308-324-7409

www.billsvolume.com

PROCESSING, SORTING and SHIPPING LAYOUTS

GRANDIN 
LIVESTOCK SYSTEMS
3504 North Shields / Fort Collins, CO 80524
970-229-0703 / www.grandin.com

By World Famous Dr. Grandin
Originator of Curved Ranch Corrals

CUSTOM DESIGN 
SERVICE AVAILABLE

Curved chute with raised walking plat-
form for safe working of the flight zone.
Drawings for gates, hinges, latches, chutes,
sorting pens and loading ramp plus cattle
behavior information.

BOOK OF LAYOUTS $55 Check/MO
For Large & Small Operations
INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO on low 

stress cattle handling.
DVD $68 – DVD set includes additional

Spanish video and picture CD

If you have five head 
or 5000 YourCattle.com

is your location for 
updated livestock

information
Check it out...

www.YourCattle.com!

Completely refreshed, 
rebuilt and updated.
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Vertical Mixers

Vertical Mixers  
Built to Work  

Harder and  
Last Longer

✓  High Speed Planetary Drive 
• Decreases mixing time 
• Provides thorough cleanout 
• Reduces tractor RPM

✓  High Speed  
Auger Design 
•  Creates the ultimate  

mixing action

Contact us at:

Keast Enterpises
Macedonia, IA • www.keastenterprises.com • 800-480-2487

Call today for literature and/or a demonstration!

Process your cattle in the 21st Century

Improved chute design to improve
your cattle performance.

If the Chute Fits, Swear By It!

TM

Brute Double Wedge
Alley Facility.

Safe, Efficient, Strong,
The Brute Way!

BRUTE CATTLE 
EQUIPMENT

“Cattle Friendly – Performance Driven”

www.dodgemfg.com
Toll Free: 866-441-2555

ROLL CORRUGATING
& GRINDING SERVICE

Three U.S. Locations

• Creason Corrugating & 
Machinery Co., Inc.
Wichita, KS • 800-644-0061

• Creason Corrugating Co.
Chattanooga, TN • 888-797-1983

• Utah Machine & Mill Supply
Salt Lake City, UT • 801-364-2812

Email:
arthenry_creason@yahoo.com

Your ad could be here.
Call Greg Strong at 
FeedLot to advertise.
1-800-747-7575
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Greg Strong, publisher; Jill Dunkel, editor; Annita Lorimor,
office manager, Robert A. Strong, editor emeritus.

The editor assumes no responsibility for unsolicited manu-
scripts and photographs. Publisher reserves the
right to reject advertising matter. Copyright 2014
by FEED•LOT Magazine All rights reserved.

FEED•LOT is published under ISSN 1083-5385

FEED•LOT (ISSN 1083-5385) is published eight times per year in February, March,
April/May, June, August, September/October, November and December at no charge to
qualified recipients, by FEED•LOT Magazine, Inc. 116 E. Long, Dighton, KS 67839.
Periodicals postage paid at Dighton, KS 67839 and additional mailing offices. Non-
qualifying subscription rates: $40.00 per year within USA. $70 per year for foreign, including
Canada. Back issues $10, including postage and handling. Please call FEED•LOT
Magazine, Inc. for reprint and copy authorization, 620-397-2838. POSTMASTER: Send
address changes to FEED•LOT Magazine, Inc. PO Box 850, Dighton, KS 67839.
Brand names appearing in this publication are for product identification purposes only.
No endorsement is intended, nor is criticism implied of similar products not mentioned.

Audited by:

COUNTRY WELDING BOX SCRAPER WEST POINT DESIGN SPREADALL
WEST POINT IMPLEMENT 
is the distributor for 
the Country 
Welding Box 
Scraper

• Excellent for Leveling Feed Yards 
(especially in winter months for 
cleaning off frozen manure)

• Constructed from 1/2” Thick Steel and 
6”x6” Box Beams (weight is built-in, no need to add any)

• Complete with Dual Hydraulic Cylinders, Hoses and Tips
• Four 235/16 10-ply Recap Tires with 6 Bolt Hubs
• Standard with See Through Extension (allows for Easy 
See-Through Visibility  • Swivel Clevis Hitch

• Available in 10’, 12’ & 14’ Widths
• Lift Height at Blade Edge - 23”

FEATURES THAT COUNT:

WEST POINT IMPLEMENT, INC.
2074 So. Hwy. 275 / West Point, NE 68788 (402) 372-2408

WEST POINT DESIGN, INC.
2074 So. Hwy. 275 / West Point, NE 68788 (402) 372-2408

THE QUALITY
SPEAKS FOR

ITSELF!

• 16, 20 or 22 Ton Capacity
• 6’ x 20’,7’ x 20’ or 7’ x 22’ Box
• 20 or 22 Ton Truck Mounted Spreader 
w/7’ x 20’ or 7’ x 22’ Box Available

• Variable Speed Apron with 
Heavy-Duty Double Apron Chain

• Tandem Oscillating Running Gear
• High Floatation Tires
• Heavy-Duty Frame & Components
• Aggressive Distributor with Curved 
Teeth for Even Spread of Material

• Box Made from No Rust Composite Material

New and Improved Distributor
24 teeth per bar for an improved, finer
distribution of material. This benefits
the no till and minimum tillage farmer.

Introducing the Spread-All 
Vertical Distributor
Featured Benefits Wider pattern of
distribution and the capabilities of a 
lower tonnage spread per acre depending
on consistency of the material.Photo is shown with optional scarifer attachment

Benefits of this attachment is that it loosens hardened soil so blade can cut and
remove excess soil and by products. This reduces cut and fill time by at least a third.






